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Juice with an edge
the bruises and putting them
through the scatter machine
that shredded the apples to
a smaller size, and which
allowed them to be finally
pressed into juice.

During the summer Edge
Housing started a new Edge
apple juice social enterprise,
supported by Oxford
Farmhouse in Barton.
Oxford Farmhouse welcomed a
group of our residents to their
apple pressing facilities, and
assisted the team to press and
bottle Edge Juice. Our residents
hand-picked the apples before
pressing, which provided the
opportunity to see the whole
process from start to finish.
There were many jobs that
needed to be done, such as
washing the apples, cutting out

Once the juice was made we
then bottled them up, and
labelled the bottles with
newly designed labels.
Residents were involved in
the design of the label for
our very own Edge Juice.
The day at the farm allowed
residents and staff to spend
time together and for residents
to be in a new environment and
achieving. The whole process
was directed by residents. This
allowed them to work as a team
and to take on new roles such
as leadership, and develop new
skills and attributes.

We plan to sell Edge Juice in
local cafés as a way of raising
awareness of homelessness.

Our residents and Edge Housing
would love to thank Andrew
and Mandy Myatt and their
lovely family for the use of their
facilities, support and
mentoring along the way. Also
Residents had a fun day out and our former intern Jonny Walker
‘the apple juice tasted great!’
for founding Edge Juice project.

New house
In November we signed a lease
on a new property, enabling us
to provide homes for two
people who would otherwise be
homeless or vulnerably housed.

We now manage seven Edge
houses. In total we provide
housing to thirty residents while
also supporting them to
reintegrate in society and get

back into employment.
We held an open day via Zoom
for Edge supporters and friends
to see the new house before
the residents moved in.

Thank you!
We’d like to give a big thank you the weekly food parcels that
and residents during the
to Botley Community Fridge for were delivered to all our houses pandemic.
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Bob’s story
This autumn Edge staff saw one
of our residents, Bob (not his
real name) whom we’ve
supported for two years,
successfully move out of Edge
Housing into his own home.

sometimes left the house for up
to two weeks. During these
times we continued to provide
support, building trust and
keeping his room for when he
came back. In addition to
mental health, Bob was also
worried about his debts.

Bob with some green therapy
that he really enjoyed. He also
learned new skills though taking
part in our apple juice project.

Once Bob’s debt was paid off
we helped him to apply for a
Bob was referred to one of our
housing application. Within a
houses directly from sleeping
few months he had been
rough in Oxford. He suffered
Bob’s project worker at Edge
allocated his own place. We
from mental health, often
helped him tackle each debt
helped Bob find second hand
struggling with day to day living. one by one. We also helped him furniture and wish him well for
Our staff though looked out for successfully apply for an
the future in his new house.
him. When he couldn’t cope he allotment plot. This provided
‘It didn’t matter about my past, you helped me become who I wanted to be’ Edge resident

Edge news
Over the summer we
welcomed new support worker
Sue Edridge (left) to the team.
We also hosted final year
students Emma (Occupational
Therapy) and John (Social
Work, right) as interns from
Oxford Brookes University.
Finally we welcomed back
Rachel, our project director
who was on maternity leave.
Congratulations to proud new
mum!

Occupational therapy reflections
of not judging individuals on
their past, but making sure
they get all the support they
need to meet their full
potential. It’s been great to
work for such a strong team
and meeting all the residents
they support. It has been
remarkable to see how in eight
years a small charity can make
Edge Housing has strong values
such a strong impact on the
I am an occupational therapy
student in my third year at
Oxford Brookes University. I am
completing my last placement
at Edge Housing. This has been
an amazing opportunity,
learning how an occupational
therapist would work in this
setting.
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residents and the surrounding
community.
It’s been a pleasure to work
with everyone throughout my
placement and I could not be
more grateful for what they
have taught me. Thank you
Edge Housing. I cannot wait to
see what you guys do next!
Emma, student intern
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